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Abstract. In this paper, we propose more flexible applicability condi-
tions for the folding rule that increase the power of existing unfold/fold
systems for normal logic programs. Our generalized folding rule enables
new transformation sequences that, in particular, are suitable for re-
cursion introduction and local variable elimination. We provide some
illustrative examples and give a detailed proof of correctness w.r.t. the
Clark-Kunen semantics.

1 Introduction

Unfold/fold transformation systems were originally adapted by Tamaki and Sato
in [29] to logic programming from the well-known Burstall-Darlington method for
functional programming (see [7]). Tamaki and Sato’s seminal unfold/fold system
works on definite logic programs preserving their equivalence in the sense of the
least Herbrand model. Since then, unfold/fold transformations of logic programs
have been extensively studied and used (see [23] for a survey). In particular,
different extensions of the Tamaki and Sato’s system for dealing with negation
have been proposed. The various semantics of negation in logic programming
lead to different requirements in transformation rules depending on which se-
mantics is intended to be preserved. The main motivation of this paper comes
from our previous work (see [20,2]) in constructive negation (see [8]), which is
sound and complete w.r.t. the Clark-Kunen semantics (see [9,18]). Hence, we are
interested in transformation systems that preserve the Clark-Kunen semantics.
The choice of the negation semantics is crucial for defining the side conditions
of transformation rules. The following example illustrates this point.

Example 1. Given the following two clauses

P0: 1. p← q, r 2. q ← q

by unfolding q in the body of clause 1 with clause 2 we obtain clause 3, which
is a copy of the clause 1

P1: 3. p← q, r 2. q ← q.
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Now, if we allow to fold the body of the clause 3 using clause 1 (which can be
seen as either a self-folding or a folding with a deleted clause) then we obtain

P2: 4. p← p 2. q ← q. ��
First, note that the programs in the above example are propositional and posi-
tive, which makes more intrinsic the following problem. Let us consider another
popular declarative semantics for negation: the well-founded semantics (see [14]).
The programs P0 and P1 are equivalent w.r.t. both the Clark-Kunen and the
well-founded semantics. Besides, P0 and P2 are equivalent w.r.t. the well-founded
semantics, but they are not equivalent w.r.t. the Clark-Kunen semantics. More
precisely, the well-founded model of P0 and P2 is ( ∅, {p, q, r} ), where no atom
is true nor undefined and every atom is assigned to be false. However, Clark’s
completion of P0 is

( p↔ (q ∧ r) ) ∧ ( q ↔ q ) ∧ ( r↔ false )

so that ¬p is a three-valued consequence of it, whereas P2’s completion is

( p↔ p ) ∧ ( q ↔ q ) ∧ ( r↔ false )

and ¬p is not a three-valued consequence of P2’s completion. Therefore, we
need to provide extra-conditions to the folding rule in order to preserve the
Clark-Kunen semantics, but these extra-conditions would be unnecessary if we
considered the well-founded semantics.

There are many proposals for extending Tamaki and Sato’s system (see [29])
for dealing with different semantic notions of negation. Seki (see [27]) showed
that the system in [29] does not preserve finite-failure and introduced a modified
folding rule that preserves finite failure and perfect model semantics in stratified
normal programs. An extension of this system for general logic programs and for
well-founded semantics was presented in [28]. The folding rule of [29] was also
generalized in [15] to a simultaneous folding rule. Maher (see [22]) also extended
the system to stratified general programs and the perfect model semantics. A
more recent work on preserving stable and well-founded model semantics is [24].1

In fact, as shown in Example 1, all these transformation systems do not preserve,
in general, the Clark-Kunen semantics. Regarding the systems designed to pre-
serve some completion-related semantics (see [21,13,5]), they enforce very rigid
transformations. Indeed, they disable some useful transformations which do not
spoil correctness w.r.t. the Clark-Kunen semantics, as illustrated in the next
example.

Example 2. Given the following definition of a predicate q such that q(x1, x2)
checks whether the list x1 is not a sublist of x2

1. q(x1, x2)← member(y, x1), ¬member(y, x2)
2. member(v, [v| ])←
3. member(v1, [ |v2])← member(v1, v2) .

1 It is well known that the well-founded model is one of the stable models, which is
minimal in some sense.
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First, we unfold member(y, x1) in clause 1 w.r.t. clauses 2 and 3

4. q([z1| ], z2)← ¬member(z1, z2)
5. q([ |z1], z2)← member(w, z1), ¬member(w, z2) .

Then, we fold clause 5 using clause 1, which has been removed in the previous
step. The resulting definition of q is

4. q([z1| ], z2)← ¬member(z1, z2)
6. q([ |z1], z2)← q(z1, z2) . ��

The transformation in Example 2 is forbidden in all the existing systems which
consider completion-related semantics, in spite of the fact that it is correct w.r.t.
the Clark-Kunen semantics. For example, the so-called reversible folding requires
the folded and folder clauses to be in the current program. This is the folding used
in [21,13]. In the above Example 2, the folder clause is not in the current program,
hence the systems in [21,13] cannot be used. In [5], folding is allowed through the
use of semantic conditions if the folded clause comes from the folder one, which
has to be non-recursive, and all the literals to be folded have been obtained by
unfolding. In Example 2, the literal2 ¬member(w, z2) is inherited from the original
program, thus it is not the result of an unfolding step. Other systems split the
predicates into new/old predicates, where the old predicates cannot depend on
the new predicates and the new predicates are non-recursive. This is case in the
previously cited system in [27] where the following two conditions are required:

(1) only the clauses with a new predicate in its head can be used as folder clauses,
and

(2) the predicate in the head of the folded clause is an old predicate or all the
literals to be folded are the result of a previous unfolding.

In Example 2, the predicate in the head of the folder and folded clause is the
same (that is, the predicate q), thus we cannot use the system in [27] since
¬member(w, z2) is inherited from the original program. The four-step transfor-
mation schema proposed in [6] uses the same partition of predicates, and, once
again, when the predicate in the head of the folded clause is new, all the literals
to be folded have to be the result of an unfolding, therefore this system cannot
be used in Example 2. Finally, the folding rule in the system proposed in [25]
for first-order general programs, which also uses the new/old partition,3 requires
the same condition.

In this paper, we introduce a transformation system for normal logic programs
that preserves the Clark-Kunen semantics and is more flexible than the existing
ones with the following two advantages:

1. the folder clause can be taken from any program in the transformation se-
quence.

2. the folded literals do not necessarily come from unfolding.
2 The negative character of the literal is not relevant for this discussion.
3 By contrast, the new predicates can be recursive in this proposal.
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Outline of the paper. In the next section, Section 2, which is split in three sub-
sections, we establish the notations and describe necessary results on semantics
of logic programs and unfold/fold systems. Section 3 is devoted to defining new
conditions for the folding rule, where we motivate the problem using some ex-
amples and we then prove the correctness of the resulting system. In Section 4,
we give some concluding remarks and indicate some of the open problems which
need to be solved. The interested reader is referred to [1] for an extended version
of this paper, where we provide the formal proofs of Lemma 1 and Theorems 3
and 4.

2 Preliminaries

We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of logic program-
ming. Throughout the paper we use the standard terminology of [19] and [3]. In
particular, we will use the standard notions of substitution of variables by terms,
unifier and most general unifier (briefly mgu). A bar is used to abbreviate tuples
of objects. For example, x denotes a tuple of variables x1, . . . , xn, the tuple of lit-
erals L1, . . . , Ln is denoted by L and the substitution σ = {x1 ← t1, . . . , xn ←
tn} is abbreviated as {x ← t}. Besides, σ is sometimes interpreted as the con-
junction of equations x1 ≈ t1 ∧ . . .∧ xn ≈ tn (abbreviated as x ≈ t), and hence
¬σ is interpreted as the disjunction of disequations x1 	≈ t1 ∨ . . . ∨ xn 	≈ tn
(abbreviated as x 	≈ t).

We consider (normal) logic programs which are finite sequences (not sets) of
normal clauses of the form A ← L. Throughout this work, programs are given
modulo reordering of the literals in bodies and standardization apart is always
assumed.

The definition of the atom L in a program P , denoted by DefP [L], is the
sequence of clauses from P such that its clause head unifies with L. If L is a flat
atom on the predicate p, then we also say that DefP [L] is the definition of the
predicate p.

We use the classical notion of resolution as defined in [17]. A goal (K, L, M)
resolves to (K, N, M)θ, denoted by (K, L, M) =⇒ (K, N, M)θ, if there
exists a clause H ← N ∈ DefP [L] such that θ = mgu(H, L). A derivation from
L

0
to L

n
, denoted by L

0
=⇒∗L

n
, is a sequence of n resolution steps L

0
=⇒

L1 =⇒ . . . =⇒ L
n−1

=⇒ L
n
.

An atom L directly depends on the atom N in a program P iff there exists a
clause (H ← B) ∈ DefP [L] such that N ∈ B. Besides, L is also said to directly
depend on every clause in DefP [L]. The dependence relation on atoms/clauses is
given by the reflexive and transitive closure of the directly dependence relation.

2.1 The Clark-Kunen Semantics and Non-failure

In [9], Clark proposed the following to complete the definition of predicates.
Supposing that DefP [p(x)] consists of the following m clauses 〈 p(tk)← B

k | 1 ≤
k ≤ m 〉, the completion formula of a predicate p ∈ PredL(P ) is
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( p(x) ↔
m∨

k=1

∃zk ( x ≈ t
k ∧B

k
) )∀ (1)

where zk = Var(tk · Bk
) for each 1 ≤ k ≤ m. If m = 0, then it is equivalent to

( p(x) ↔ false )∀. The Clark completion of a program P , denoted by Comp(P ),
consists of the conjunction of the completion formulas of each predicate p ∈
PredL(P ) and the axioms of the free equality theory FETL (see [10]). Whenever
the definition of p is free of local variables, the negation of (1)

( ¬p(x) ↔
m∧

k=1

∀zk ( x 	≈ t
k ∨ ¬Bk

) )∀

can be transformed (see [26,4]) into a logically equivalent formula of the form

( ¬p(x) ↔
n∨

h=1

∃wh ( x ≈ sh ∧M
h

) )∀.

From this formula, we obtain a finite sequence of expressions

〈 ¬p(sh)←M
h | 1 ≤ h ≤ n 〉

which yields DefP [¬p(x)]. Otherwise, if some clause in DefP [p(x)] contains local
variables, then we consider that DefP [¬p(x)] is undefined, i.e. ¬p(x) has no
definition. Once we have a definition for negative literals, the dependence relation
is extended to negative literals in the natural way.

Example 3. Let us consider the following definition of the predicate member

1. member(v, [v| ])←
2. member(v1, [ |v2])← member(v1, v2) .

The completion formula of member is

( member(x1, x2)↔ ∃v, v′ ( x1 ≈ v ∧ x2 ≈ [v|v′] ) ∨
∃v1, v2, v

′′ ( x1 ≈ v1 ∧ x2 ≈ [v′′|v2] ∧member(v1, v2) ) )∀.

From the above formula, we obtain

( ¬member(x1, x2)↔ ∀v, v′ ( x1 	≈ v ∨ x2 	≈ [v|v′] ) ∧
∀v1, v2, v

′′ ( x1 	≈ v1 ∨ x2 	≈ [v′′|v2] ∨ ¬member(v1, v2) ).

Refining the right-hand subformula, we get

( ¬member(x1, x2)↔ [ ∀v′ ( x2 	≈ [x1|v′] ) ∧ ∀v2, v
′′ ( x2 	≈ [v′′|v2] ) ] ∨

[ ∀v′ ( x2 	≈ [x1|v′] ) ∧
∃v1, v2, v

′′ ( x1 ≈ v1 ∧ x2 ≈ [v′′|v2] ∧ ¬member(v1, v2) )
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which is, after simplification, equivalent to

( ¬member(x1, x2)↔ ∃z1, z2 ( x1 ≈ z1 ∧ x2 ≈ z2 ∧ ∀y1, y2 ( z2 	≈ [y1|y2] ) ) ∨
∃z1, z2, z3 ( x1 ≈ z1 ∧ x2 ≈ [z2|z3] ∧ z1 	≈ z2 ∧

¬member(z1, z3) ).

Since the second argument of member is a list from the last formula we can
obtain the following normal4 clauses that define ¬member

3. ¬member( , [ ])←
4. ¬member(w1, [w2|w3])← w1 	≈ w2, ¬member(w1, w3) . ��

In this work, the semantics given to a program is the Clark-Kunen semantics as
proposed in [18]; that is, the three-valued logical consequence of the Clark com-
pletion. Following [23], the Clark-Kunen semantics of a program P is defined by

COMP[P,← L] = { c | Comp(P ) |=3 (L ∧ c)∀ }

where ← L is a goal, c is a general equality constraint and |=3 stands for the
three-valued logical consequence relation, as defined in [18]. Regarding equiv-
alence of programs, we consider that two programs P1 and P2 are equivalent,
denoted by P1 ≡ P2, iff the set of logical consequences of Comp(P1) and Comp(P2)
are identical.

Definition 1. Given two programs P1 and P2,

(i) P1 � P2 iff COMP[P1,← L] ⊆ COMP[P2,← L] for any goal ← L.

(ii) P1 ≡ P2 iff P1 � P2 and P2 � P1. ��
A desirable property of a semantic notion is relevance, which is defined in [12]
and extensively used in [23]. Intuitively, a semantics is relevant iff the semantic
value of any goal ← L w.r.t. a program P is exactly given by the clauses on
which the literals in L depend. In the absence of relevance, some transformation
rules, such as new definition and deletion, are not trivially correct (see [23]).
As defined above, the Clark-Kunen semantics is relevant. However, by changing
|=3 by the classical bi-valued logical consequence notion (as in [23]), relevance is
lost.

Finally, we define the class of goals that do not fail on some variables.

Definition 2. Let P be a program, ← L a goal and x ⊆ Var(L). The goal ← L
is non-failing on x w.r.t. P iff for all substitution σ of domain x and any fair
literal selection rule there exists a derivation starting from ← Lσ that does not
fail. ��

Next, we illustrate the notion of non-failing goals with two examples.

4 w1 �≈ w2 is a negative literal since ≈ should be defined by the single clause x ≈ x←.
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Example 4. Let us consider the following program

1. add(0, n, n)
2. add(s(n1), n2, s(n3))← add(n1, n2, n3) .

The literal add(x1, x2, x3) is non-failing on the variables {x1, x2}. However, the
literal add(x1, x2, x3) is failing on {x2, x3}. ��
Example 5. Let us consider the following program

1. ack(0, n, s(n))
2. ack(s(n1), 0, n2)← ack(n1, s(0), n2)
3. ack(s(n1), s(n2), n3)← ack(s(n1), n2, y), ack(n1, y, n3) .

The goal ack(s(x1), x2, v), ack(x1, v, x3) is non-failing on {x3} . ��
The interested reader is referred to [11] for details on algorithms that decide if a
goal is non-failing. Roughly speaking, given a goal G and a set x of its variables,
the algorithm checks whether the set of constraints associated to all the non-
failing goals that can be obtained by resolution from G covers all the possible
values for x. According to [11], the covering problem is co-NP-hard.

2.2 Unfold-Fold Transformation Systems

In this section, we recall the classical unfold/fold transformation rules that were
introduced in [29], adapting them to our notation. We also provide some well-
known correctness results that we will use later.

A sequence of programs 〈P0, . . . , Pn〉 is a transformation sequence if for
each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Pi is the result of transforming Pi−1 using some rule. Besides,
〈P0, . . . , Pn〉 is correct if P0 and Pi are equivalent for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n. By
extension, a transformation rule is said to be correct if it preserves equivalence.

Program transformation systems usually work with some information related
to the transformation process itself. For example, in à la Tamaki-Sato systems
(see [28,29]), the clauses that are obtained after unfolding are marked “foldable”.
In [25], literals (instead of clauses) are marked “foldable”. In other systems (see
[16]), counters of unfolding/folding steps are associated with clauses in order to
both formulate folding applicability conditions and to characterize the improve-
ment of execution. In this paper, we associate two natural numbers 〈Lunf, Lfld〉
with each body literal L, called unfolding and folding time-stamps. A time-stamp
Lunf / Lfld is either zero or the index i of the program Pi in the transforma-
tion sequence 〈P0, . . . , Pn〉 in which L is obtained by unfolding/folding. Hence,
in the initial program P0, all time-stamp are zero and they are appropriately
updated at each transformation step.

Before recalling the usual rules in unfold/fold systems, let us fix the following
conventions that we will use in the formulation of the transformation rules:

(1) we always refer to a transformation sequence 〈P0, . . . , Pi〉,
(2) Pi+1 is the next program obtained by the transformation from Pi, and
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(3) if a clause C has not been transformed from Pi to Pi+1, then the time-stamps
for the literals in C are equal in both programs.

Next, we re-formulate unfold/fold systems incorporating time-stamps issues.

Rule 1. New Definition. If p 	∈ ⋃i
j=0 PredL(Pj) and S = 〈C1, . . . , Cm〉 is

a definition of the predicate p such that PredL(S) ⊆ (PredL(Pi) ∪ {p}), then
Pi+1 = Pi ∪ S. The pair of time-stamps 〈Lunf, Lfld〉 is 〈0, 0〉 for every literal
L occurring in the body of any clause from S.

Rule 2. Unfolding. If C = H ← M, L is a clause in Pi (unfolded clause) and
DefPj [L] = 〈 Lk ← N

k | 1 ≤ k ≤ m 〉 for some 0 ≤ j ≤ i, then Pi+1 =

(Pi \ C) ∪ 〈 (H ← M, N
k
)θk | 1 ≤ k ≤ m 〉 where θk = mgu(L, Lk) for every

1 ≤ k ≤ m. For every clause (H ←M, N
k
)θk in the program Pi+1, the pair of

time-stamps 〈N ′
unf, N

′
fld〉 is 〈i+1, Lfld〉 for each literal N ′ ∈ N

k
θk and, besides,

the pair 〈M ′
unf, M

′
fld〉 is equal to 〈Munf, Mfld〉 in Pi for each M ′ = Mθk ∈Mθk.

If Pi = Pj and the unfolded clause (H ← M, L) ∈ DefPj [L], then the Unfolding
transformation is said to be a self-unfolding.

Rule 3. Folding. If H ← M, N is a clause in Pi (folded clause), L ← N
′
is a

clause in Pj (folder clause) for some 0 ≤ j ≤ i and σ is a substitution such that

(a) domain(σ) = Var(L),
(b) H ←M, N and H ←M, N

′
σ are equal modulo variable renaming,

(c) L← N
′
is the only clause in Pj whose head is unifiable with Lσ,

then Pi+1 = ( Pi \ (H ←M, N) ) ∪ (H ←M, Lσ). The pair of time-stamps
〈Lσunf, Lσfld〉 is 〈0, i + 1〉. Besides, the pair 〈Munf, Mfld〉 in Pi+1 is equal to
〈Munf, Mfld〉 in Pi for each M ∈M .

Rule 4. Deletion. If S is the definition of the predicate p in Pi, p 	∈ PredL(P0)
and p 	∈ PredL(Pi \ S), then Pi+1 = (Pi \ S).

Note that the above rules can be used only if the definition of the involved literals
exists. The definition of every positive literal always exists, but this is not the
case for negative literals.

Using the above set of rules, an unfold/fold transformation system that pre-
serves the Clark-Kunen semantics was introduced in [13].

Theorem 1. [13] If 〈P0, . . . , Pn〉 is a transformation sequence that is obtained
using the rules New Definition, Unfolding, Folding and Deletion with the following
two restrictions for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1

– Unfolding is applied at the step i + 1 only if it is not self-unfolding and the
definition of the unfolded literal is taken from Pi,

– Folding is applied at the step i + 1 only if the folder clause is taken from Pi

and is different from the folded one,

then P0 and Pj are equivalent for every 0 ≤ j ≤ n.
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Proof. A formal proof of this result can be found in [13]. In fact, the authors
provide a stronger result there since they prove the preservation of equivalence
w.r.t. completion semantics. In particular, the rules New Definition and Deletion
are correct since the Clark-Kunen semantics and completion semantics are rele-
vant. ��
In the above unfold/fold transformation system, self-unfolding is not allowed.
Next, we show that it is possible to prove the correctness w.r.t. the Clark-Kunen
semantics if we allow self-unfolding. However, it is well known that self-unfolding
does not preserve completion semantics (see [21]); that is, the logical equivalence
between programs’ completion.

Lemma 1. Let 〈P0, . . . , Pi〉 be a correct transformation sequence. If the pro-
gram Pi+1 is obtained by self-unfolding, then Pi+1 ≡ Pj for every 1 ≤ j ≤ i.

The next theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 1 and Lemma 1.

Theorem 2. If 〈P0, . . . , Pn〉 is a transformation sequence that is obtained
using the rules New Definition, Unfolding, Folding and Deletion with the following
two restrictions for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1

– Unfolding is applied at the step i + 1 only if the definition of the unfolded
literal is taken from Pi,

– Folding is applied at the step i + 1 only if the folder clause is taken from Pi

and is different from the folded one,

then P0 and Pj are equivalent for every 0 ≤ j ≤ n.

However, Example 2 shows a natural way for obtaining a recursive definition
that cannot be obtained by the system described in Theorem 2.

3 Generalized Folding

In this section, we introduce less restrictive conditions for the rule Folding than
the ones in Theorem 2. Our main aim is twofold. First, we will allow the
folder clause to be taken from any program in the transformation sequence
〈P0, . . . , Pi〉. Second, we relax the requirement that every folded literal should
come from unfolding. In our proposal, this condition is combined with a non-
failure requirement of the literals that do not come from unfolding.

If the folder clause comes from the actual program Pi, then Theorem 2 only
requires the folder and the folded clause to be different, because the so-called
self-folding is clearly incorrect. Note that the result of folding a clause p ← r
with itself is p← p. Besides, when the folder clause could come from a program
Pj where 0 ≤ j < i, the self-folding transformation sometimes involves several
clauses, which makes difficult to detect it. As a consequence, applicability con-
ditions must be carefully designed to avoid problems related to the self-folding.
The following example tries to illustrate this kind of problems.
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Example 6. Let us consider the following transformation sequence.

P0 : 1. p← r 2. q ← r 3. r ←
(by folding r in the clause 1 using the clause 2 of P0)

P1 : 4. p← q 2. q ← r 3. r ←
(by folding r in the clause 2 using the clause 1 of P0)

P2 : 4. p← q 5. q ← p 3. r ←.

The first two programs are trivially equivalent. However, the goal ← p loops in
P2, whereas it succeeds in the programs P0 and P1. ��
In order to prove that a transformation rule preserves equivalence we have to
ensure that Pi+1 � Pi and Pi � Pi+1. In Theorem 3, we show that Pi+1 � Pi

holds whenever Pi+1 is obtained by Folding from Pi.

Theorem 3. Let 〈P0, . . . , Pi〉 be a correct transformation sequence. If the pro-
gram Pi+1 is obtained by the rule Folding, then Pi+1 � Pj for every 1 ≤ j ≤ i.

However, when allowing use of a folder clause from any program in the trans-
formation sequence, additional conditions are necessary in order to accomplish
that Pi � Pi+1. We formulate (in Theorem 4) side conditions for the Folding rule
that depend on the literal that is introduced by Folding. To that end, we first
introduce the following notion of fold-partitioned goals.

Definition 3. Let 〈P0, . . . , Pj , . . . , Pi〉 be a transformation sequence and
(H ← M, N) ∈ Pi, (L ← N

′
) ∈ Pj be two clauses such that N = N

′
σ. The

goals ← N and ← N
′
are fold-partitioned by j into ← A, B and ← A

′
, B

′
iff

– Nfld ≤ j for every N ∈ N ,
– Bunf > j for every B ∈ B,
– no literal in B

′
depends on L in Pj. ��

Now, we can formulate the side conditions for Folding in Theorem 4.

Theorem 4. If 〈P0, . . . , Pn〉 is a transformation sequence that is obtained
using the rules New Definition, Unfolding, Folding and Deletion with the following
restrictions for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1

– Unfolding is applied at step i + 1 only if the definition of the unfolded literal
is taken from Pi.

– Folding is applied at the step i+1 if the folded clause (H ←M, N) ∈ Pi and
the folder clause (L ← N

′
) ∈ Pj such that 0 ≤ j ≤ i and σ = mgu(N, N

′
)

satisfies one of the following conditions:
(1) i = j and the folded clause is different from the folder one.
(2) i > j and the literal Lσ does not depend on H in the program Pi.
(3) i > j, H and L are unifiable, ← N is fold-partitioned by j into ← A, B

and A is non-failing on Var(Lσ).

Then, P0 and Pk are equivalent for every 0 ≤ k ≤ n.
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In the above theorem, condition (1) is given by Theorem 2. In condition (2), the
literal introduced by Folding does not depend on the head of the folded clause in
the program Pi. Condition (2) is illustrated by means of the following example.

Example 7. Given the following program P1

1. add(0, n, n)←
2. add(s(n1), n2, s(n3)← add(n1, n2, n3)
3. add3(n1, n2, n3, n4)← add(n1, n2, y), add(y, n3, n4) .

First, we unfold the literal add(n1, n2, y) in clause 3, obtaining

4. add3(0, n2, n3, n4)← add(n2, n3, n4)
5. add3(s(n1), n2, n3, n4)← add(n1, n2, y), add(s(y), n3, n4)

and then we unfold the literal add(s(y), n3, n4) in clause 5, which yields

6. add3(s(n1), n2, n3, s(n4))← add(n1, n2, y), add(y, n3, n4).

Second, we fold the literals 〈add(n1, n2, y), add(y, n3, n4)〉 in clause 6 using
clause 3. Note that this transformation preserves equivalence according to Condi-
tion 3, since both literals have been obtained by Unfolding and, hence, A denotes
the empty tuple. The resulting clause is

7. add3(s(n1), n2, n3, s(n4))← add3(n1, n2, n3, n4)

in the program P2 = 〈1, 2, 4, 7〉. Third, we introduce a new predicate add4/5

defined by the single clause

8. add4(n1, n2, n3, n4, n5)← add(n1, n2, y1), add(y1, n3, y2),
add(y2, n4, n5)

and obtain the program P3 = P2 ∪ {8}. By means of Condition (2), the body
literals 〈add(n1, n2, y1), add(y1, n3, y2)〉 in clause 8 can be folded using clause 3
in the program P1 and the resulting literal is add3(n1, n2, n3, y2), which does not
depend on add4(n1, n2, n3, n4, n5) in the program P3. Hence, the final
program is

1. add(0, n, n)←
2. add(s(n1), n2, s(n3)← add(n1, n2, n3)
4. add3(0, n2, n3, n4)← add(n2, n3, n4)
7. add3(s(n1), n2, n3, s(n4))← add3(n1, n2, n3, n4)
9. add4(n1, n2, n3, n4, n5)← add3(n1, n2, n3, y2), add(y2, n4, n5) . ��

It could be argued that there exists a reordering of the above transformation
sequence in such a way that the system described in Theorem 2 allows to fold
the literals 〈add(n1, n2, y1), add(y1, n3, y2)〉 in the definition of add4/5: in this
case, it would be enough to introduce add4/5 and fold its body literals before
transforming the definition of sum3/4. However, such a restriction in the order of
rule application unnecessarily complicates some transformation sequences, which
may involve a large number of clauses.
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Regarding condition (3), it is worthwhile to remark that its combination with
condition (c) of Folding (that is, the literal introduced by Folding only unifies
with the head of the folder clause in the program Pj) ensures that the folded
clause has been obtained exclusively by unfolding transformations from the folder
clause. Otherwise, if the folded clause is not obtained from the folder one, then
the introduced literal would unify with the head of at least two clauses in Pj .
Condition (3) corresponds to Examples 2 and 6, where the new literal depends
on the clause head in Pi. Note that Example 6 does not satisfy Condition 3 since
q and p do not unify. Besides, as we have already mentioned in Example 7, if
A is an empty tuple (that is, all the literals in the folded clause comes from
Unfolding), then the Folding rule using condition (3) is very similar to the one in
the proposals [6,25], where the authors also require all the literals to come from
an unfolding to allow folding.

Next, we show that the transformation in Example 2 can be performed using
the system in Theorem 4.

Example 2 (Contd.). From the initial program P0 = 〈1, 2, 3〉, we obtain P1 =
〈2, 3, 4, 5〉 by unfolding member(y, x1) in clause 1 using the clauses 2 and 3.
Then, Theorem 4 allows the folding of the body

〈member(w, z1), ¬member(w, z2)〉

of clause 5 using clause 1 by means of the third condition in Folding . First, the
head of the folder and the folded clause, which are taken from different programs
(P1 and P0 respectively), unify. Second, the literal member(w, z1) has been ob-
tained by unfolding from P0. Finally, the literal ¬member(w, z2), which has not
been obtained by unfolding, is non-failing on z2

5 according to the definition of
¬member in Example 3. That is, there always exists a value for w such that the
goal ← ¬member(w, z2) does not fail. ��
Note that if the literal ¬member(w, z2) were failing on z2, then the goal ←
q(x1, x2) would fail in P0, whereas q(x1, x2) could not fail in P2. That is the case
in Example 1, where the literal r is failing and, thus, the goal ← p fails in the
program P0 and cycles in P2.

The following example shows a transformation using the system in Theorem
4 that is mentioned in [27] as an example of unfeasible transformation under the
system proposed in that paper.

Example 8. Let FL = {a/0, b/0, c/0} and P0 be the following program

1. reach(x, y)← arc(x, y)
2. reach(x, y)← arc(x, w), reach(w, y)
3. br(x, y, z)← reach(x, z), reach(y, z)
4. arc(a, b)
5. arc(b, c)
6. arc(c, a) .

5 The variable z1 from q(z1, z2) is omitted since it does not occur in ¬member(w,z2).
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First, we unfold the literal reach(x, z) in the clause 3 using the clauses 1 and 2.
The resulting program is P1 = 〈1, 2, 7, 8, 4, 5, 6〉 where

7. br(x, y, z)← arc(x, z), reach(y, z)
8. br(x, y, z)← arc(x, w), reach(w, z), reach(y, z) .

Then, Theorem 4 allows the folding of literals 〈reach(w, z), reach(y, z)〉 in clause
8 using clause 3 and obtaining the literal br(w, y, z), since reach(w, z) has been
obtained by unfolding from clause 3 and reach(y, z), which is inherited from
clause 3, is non-failing on 〈y, z〉. Note that reach(y, z) cannot fail since all the
nodes a, b and c are reachable from any node. The resulting program is P2 =
〈1, 2, 7, 9, 4, 5, 6〉 where

9. br(x, y, z)← arc(x, w), br(w, y, z)

which is equivalent to the programs P0 and P1.
Now, let us consider the program P ′

0 = 〈1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6′〉 where

6’. arc(c, b).

As before, by unfolding reach(x, z) in the clause 3 using the clauses 1 and
2, we obtain the program P ′

1 = 〈1, 2, 7, 8, 4, 5, 6′〉. However, we cannot fold
〈reach(w, z), reach(y, z)〉 in the clause 8 using the clause 3 since reach(y, z),
which is inherited from P ′

0, is failing on 〈y, z〉; for example, a is not reachable
from b.

It is worth noting that the non-failing condition, which depends on the facts
arc( , ), makes the first transformation possible but not the second one. Thus,
we allow only the transformations that are correct w.r.t. the graph. However,
in [27] any transformation of this kind is forbidden irrespectively of the graph
definition. ��

4 Conclusions and Future Work

We have introduced syntactic conditions for the rule Folding under which un-
fold/fold systems perform new kinds of transformations. In particular, the new
conditions enable us to obtain recursive definitions and to remove local variables.
This is possible because we allow the use of folder clauses from any program in
the transformation sequence. The proposed transformation system is applicable
to the whole class of normal logic programs and it is worth noting that only the
negative literals without definition (due to the presence of local variables in the
definition of its positive counterparts) cannot be used by Unfolding and Folding.

The need for providing new applicability conditions for the rule Folding has
been motivated by means of some examples that show the risk of allowing trans-
formations which use removed clauses. In this paper, we have concentrated on
the rule Folding. However, similar problems arise in other transformation rules,
such as Unfolding. For example, if we allowed unfolding by using definitions in
previous programs, then the following transformation sequence could be obtained
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P0 : p← q q ← r r←
(by unfolding q in the 2nd clause using the definition in P0)

P1 : p← r q ← r r←
(by folding h in the 3rd clause using the 2nd clause)

P2 : p← r q ← p r←
(by unfolding p in the 3rd clause using the definition in P0)

P3 : p← r q ← q r←
Clearly, the last program is not equivalent to any of the previous ones (even w.r.t.
the least Herbrand model), because the goal← q loops instead of succeeding. To
find syntactic conditions that ensure correctness when using clauses from any
program in the transformation sequence in other transformations rules (such as
Unfolding, Replacement, etc.) is an interesting open problem.
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